Native American Studies
If you ally habit such a referred native american studies ebook that will
provide you worth, get the totally best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you desire to humorous books, lots of novels, tale,
jokes, and more fictions collections are along with launched, from best seller
to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all book collections native american studies
that we will unconditionally offer. It is not more or less the costs. Its more
or less what you obsession currently. This native american studies, as one of
the most enthusiastic sellers here will very be in the midst of the best
options to review.

The Indian History of an American Institution Colin G. Calloway 2010-05-11 A
history of the complex relationship between a school and a people
Ecocriticism and Indigenous Studies Salma Monani 2016-08-05 This book addresses
the intersections between the interdisciplinary realms of Ecocriticism and
Indigenous and Native American Studies, and between academic theory and
pragmatic eco-activism conducted by multiethnic and indigenous communities. It
illuminates the multi-layered, polyvocal ways in which artistic expressions
render ecological connections, drawing on scholars working in collaboration
with Indigenous artists from all walks of life, including film, literature,
performance, and other forms of multimedia to expand existing conversations.
Both local and global in its focus, the volume includes essays from multiethnic
and Indigenous communities across the world, visiting topics such as Navajo
opera, Sami film production history, south Indian tribal documentary, Maori art
installations, Native American and First Nations science-fiction literature and
film, Amazonian poetry, and many others. Highlighting trans-Indigenous
sensibilities that speak to worldwide crises of environmental politics and
action against marginalization, the collection alerts readers to movements of
community resilience and resistance, cosmological thinking about inter- and
intra-generational multi-species relations, and understandings of indigenous
aesthetics and material ecologies. It engages with emerging environmental
concepts such as multispecies ethnography, cosmopolitics, and transindigeneity, as well as with new areas of ecocritical research such as material
ecocriticism, biosemiotics, and media studies. In its breadth and scope, this
book promises new directions for ecocritical thought and environmental
humanities practice, providing thought-provoking insight into what it means to
be human in a locally situated, globally networked, and cosmologically complex
world.
Inherit the Blood Barney Bush 1985 Poems and a story deal with nature,
tradition, art, war, death, children, dreams, and aging
native-american-studies
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Sources and Methods in Indigenous Studies Chris Andersen 2016-12-19 Sources and
Methods in Indigenous Studies is a synthesis of changes and innovations in
methodologies in Indigenous Studies, focusing on sources over a broad
chronological and geographical range. Written by a group of highly respected
Indigenous Studies scholars from across an array of disciplines, this
collection offers insight into the methodological approaches contributors take
to research, and how these methods have developed in recent years. The book has
a two-part structure that looks, firstly, at the theoretical and disciplinary
movement of Indigenous Studies within history, literature, anthropology, and
the social sciences. Chapters in this section reveal that, while engaging with
other disciplines, Indigenous Studies has forged its own intellectual path by
borrowing and innovating from other fields. In part two, the book examines the
many different areas with which sources for indigenous history have been
engaged, including the importance of family, gender, feminism, and sexuality,
as well as various elements of expressive culture such as material culture,
literature, and museums. Together, the chapters offer readers an overview of
the dynamic state of the field in Indigenous Studies. This book shines a
spotlight on the ways in which scholarship is transforming Indigenous Studies
in methodologically innovative and exciting ways, and will be essential reading
for students and scholars in the field.
The New Peoples Jacqueline Peterson 2001 The New Peoples contains essays
tracing the origins and expressions of identity among the metis people of mixed
Indian and European ancestry.
Why You Can't Teach United States History without American Indians Susan
Sleeper-Smith 2015-04-20 A resource for all who teach and study history, this
book illuminates the unmistakable centrality of American Indian history to the
full sweep of American history. The nineteen essays gathered in this
collaboratively produced volume, written by leading scholars in the field of
Native American history, reflect the newest directions of the field and are
organized to follow the chronological arc of the standard American history
survey. Contributors reassess major events, themes, groups of historical
actors, and approaches--social, cultural, military, and political--consistently
demonstrating how Native American people, and questions of Native American
sovereignty, have animated all the ways we consider the nation's past. The
uniqueness of Indigenous history, as interwoven more fully in the American
story, will challenge students to think in new ways about larger themes in U.S.
history, such as settlement and colonization, economic and political power,
citizenship and movements for equality, and the fundamental question of what it
means to be an American. Contributors are Chris Andersen, Juliana Barr, David
R. M. Beck, Jacob Betz, Paul T. Conrad, Mikal Brotnov Eckstrom, Margaret D.
Jacobs, Adam Jortner, Rosalyn R. LaPier, John J. Laukaitis, K. Tsianina
Lomawaima, Robert J. Miller, Mindy J. Morgan, Andrew Needham, Jean M. O'Brien,
Jeffrey Ostler, Sarah M. S. Pearsall, James D. Rice, Phillip H. Round, Susan
Sleeper-Smith, and Scott Manning Stevens.
Red Matters Arnold Krupat 2010-08-03 Arnold Krupat, one of the most original
native-american-studies
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and respected critics working in Native American studies today, offers a clear
and compelling set of reasons why red—Native American culture, history, and
literature—should matter to Americans more than it has to date. Although there
exists a growing body of criticism demonstrating the importance of Native
American literature in its own right and in relation to other ethnic and
minority literatures, Native materials still have not been accorded the full
attention they require. Krupat argues that it is simply not possible to
understand the ethical and intellectual heritage of the West without engaging
America's treatment of its indigenous peoples and their extraordinary and
resilient responses. Criticism of Native literature in its current development,
Krupat suggests, operates from one of three critical perspectives against
colonialism that he calls nationalism, indigenism, and cosmopolitanism.
Nationalist critics are foremost concerned with tribal sovereignty, indigenist
critics focus on non-Western modes of knowledge, and cosmopolitan critics wish
to look elsewhere for comparative possibilities. Krupat persuasively contends
that all three critical perspectives can work in a complementary rather than an
oppositional fashion. A work marked by theoretical sophistication, wide
learning, and social passion, Red Matters is a major contribution to the
imperative effort of understanding the indigenous presence on the American
continents.
Native Studies Keywords Stephanie Nohelani Teves 2015-05-21 Native Studies
Keywords explores selected concepts in Native studies and the words commonly
used to describe them, words whose meanings have been insufficiently examined.
This edited volume focuses on the following eight concepts: sovereignty, land,
indigeneity, nation, blood, tradition, colonialism, and indigenous knowledge.
Each section includes three or four essays and provides definitions, meanings,
and significance to the concept, lending a historical, social, and political
context. Take sovereignty, for example. The word has served as the battle cry
for social justice in Indian Country. But what is the meaning of sovereignty?
Native peoples with diverse political beliefs all might say they support
sovereignty—without understanding fully the meaning and implications packed in
the word. The field of Native studies is filled with many such words whose
meanings are presumed, rather than articulated or debated. Consequently, the
foundational terms within Native studies always have multiple and conflicting
meanings. These terms carry the colonial baggage that has accrued from
centuries of contested words. Native Studies Keywords is a genealogical project
that looks at the history of words that claim to have no history. It is the
first book to examine the foundational concepts of Native American studies,
offering multiple perspectives and opening a critical new conversation.
Native American Studies in Higher Education Duane Champagne 2002 In this
collection, Champagne and Stauss demonstrate how the rise of Native studies in
American and Canadian universities exists as an extraordinary achievement in
higher education. In the face of historically assimilationist agendas,
institutional racism, and structural opposition by Western educational
institutions, collaborative programs continue to grow and promote the values
and goals of sovereign tribal communities. The contributors show how many
native-american-studies
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departments grew significantly following the landmark 1969 Senate report,
'Indian Education: A National Tragedy, A National Challenge.' They evaluate the
university efforts to offer Native students intellectual and technical skills,
and the long battle to represent Native cultures and world views in the
university curriculum. In twelve case studies, Indian and non-Indian teachers
provide rich, contextual histories of their programs through three decades of
growth. They frankly discuss successes and failures as innovative strategies
and models are tested. Programs from University of California-Davis, Harvard,
Saskatchewan, Arizona and others provide detailed analyses of academic battles
over curriculum content, the marginalization of indigenous faculty and
students, the pedagogical implications of integrating native instructors, the
vagaries of administrative support and funding, Native student retention, the
vulnerability of native language programs, and community collaborations. A
vision of Indian education that emerges from these pages that reveals the
university's potential as a vehicle for Indian nation-building, one in which
the university curriculum also benefits from sustained contacts with tribal
communities. As Native populations grow and the demand for university training
increases, this book will be a valuable resource for Native American leaders,
educators in Native American studies, race and ethnic studies, comparative
education, minorities in education, anthropology, sociology, higher education
administration and educational policy.
American Indian Studies Dane Anthony Morrison 1997 This collection of essays
brings to college students and the general public a scholarly, yet accessible
and provocative text in Native American Studies. The contributors draw upon
their expertise in such diverse disciplines as economics, education, film
studies, history, linguistics, literature, museum studies, popular culture, and
religion. Each essay highlights a particular aspect of Native American
experience, from the oppressive indoctrination of boarding schools to the
successful strategic planning of Indian casinos to the exciting creativity of
Native American literature. In addition, many of the essays introduce the
reader to the disciplines through which we can approach this important and
fascinating topic, engagingly taking the reader through the process of how
historians or economists or literary scholars go about their work.
Twenty-First Century Perspectives on Indigenous Studies Birgit Däwes 2015-04-24
In recent years, the interdisciplinary fields of Native North American and
Indigenous Studies have reflected, at times even foreshadowed and initiated,
many of the influential theoretical discussions in the humanities after the
"transnational turn." Global trends of identity politics, performativity,
cultural performance and ethics, comparative and revisionist historiography,
ecological responsibility and education, as well as issues of social justice
have shaped and been shaped by discussions in Native American and Indigenous
Studies. This volume brings together distinguished perspectives on these topics
by the Native scholars and writers Gerald Vizenor (Anishinaabe), Diane Glancy
(Cherokee), and Tomson Highway (Cree), as well as non-Native authorities, such
as Chadwick Allen, Hartmut Lutz, and Helmbrecht Breinig. Contributions look at
various moments in the cultural history of Native North America—from
native-american-studies
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earthmounds via the Catholic appropriation of a Mohawk saint to the debates
about Makah whaling rights—as well as at a diverse spectrum of literary,
performative, and visual works of art by John Ross, John Ridge, Elias Boudinot,
Emily Pauline Johnson, Leslie Marmon Silko, Emma Lee Warrior, Louise Erdrich,
N. Scott Momaday, Stephen Graham Jones, and Gerald Vizenor, among others. In
doing so, the selected contributions identify new and recurrent methodological
challenges, outline future paths for scholarly inquiry, and explore the
intersections between Indigenous Studies and contemporary Literary and Cultural
Studies at large.
The Sioux Chef's Indigenous Kitchen Sean Sherman 2017-10-10 2018 James Beard
Award Winner: Best American Cookbook Named one of the Best Cookbooks of 2017 by
NPR, The Village Voice, Smithsonian Magazine, UPROXX, New York Magazine, San
Francisco Chronicle, Mpls. St. PaulMagazine and others Here is real food—our
indigenous American fruits and vegetables, the wild and foraged ingredients,
game and fish. Locally sourced, seasonal, “clean” ingredients and nose-to-tail
cooking are nothing new to Sean Sherman, the Oglala Lakota chef and founder of
The Sioux Chef. In his breakout book, The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen,
Sherman shares his approach to creating boldly seasoned foods that are vibrant,
healthful, at once elegant and easy. Sherman dispels outdated notions of Native
American fare—no fry bread or Indian tacos here—and no European staples such as
wheat flour, dairy products, sugar, and domestic pork and beef. The Sioux
Chef’s healthful plates embrace venison and rabbit, river and lake trout, duck
and quail, wild turkey, blueberries, sage, sumac, timpsula or wild turnip,
plums, purslane, and abundant wildflowers. Contemporary and authentic, his
dishes feature cedar braised bison, griddled wild rice cakes, amaranth crackers
with smoked white bean paste, three sisters salad, deviled duck eggs, smoked
turkey soup, dried meats, roasted corn sorbet, and hazelnut–maple bites. The
Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen is a rich education and a delectable
introduction to modern indigenous cuisine of the Dakota and Minnesota
territories, with a vision and approach to food that travels well beyond those
borders.
Native Americans' Pennsylvania Daniel K. Richter 2005-01-01
Indigenous Food Sovereignty in the United States Devon A. Mihesuah 2019-08-02
Centuries of colonization and other factors have disrupted indigenous
communities’ ability to control their own food systems. This volume explores
the meaning and importance of food sovereignty for Native peoples in the United
States, and asks whether and how it might be achieved and sustained.
Unprecedented in its focus and scope, this collection addresses nearly every
aspect of indigenous food sovereignty, from revitalizing ancestral gardens and
traditional ways of hunting, gathering, and seed saving to the difficult
realities of racism, treaty abrogation, tribal sociopolitical factionalism, and
the entrenched beliefs that processed foods are superior to traditional tribal
fare. The contributors include scholar-activists in the fields of ethnobotany,
history, anthropology, nutrition, insect ecology, biology, marine
environmentalism, and federal Indian law, as well as indigenous seed savers and
native-american-studies
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keepers, cooks, farmers, spearfishers, and community activists. After
identifying the challenges involved in revitalizing and maintaining traditional
food systems, these writers offer advice and encouragement to those concerned
about tribal health, environmental destruction, loss of species habitat, and
governmental food control.
Native American Studies Clara Sue Kidwell 2005-01-01 Native American Studies
covers key issues such as the intimate relationship of culture to land; the
nature of cultural exchange and conflict in the period after European contact;
the unique relationship of Native communities with the United States
government; the significance of language; the vitality of contemporary
cultures; and the variety of Native artistic styles, from literature and poetry
to painting and sculpture to performance arts.
Visions of an Enduring People Walter C. Fleming 2009
Routledge Handbook of Critical Indigenous Studies Brendan Hokowhitu 2020-12-31
The Routledge Handbook of Critical Indigenous Studies is the first
comprehensive overview of the rapidly expanding field of Indigenous
scholarship. The book is ambitious in scope, ranging across disciplines and
national boundaries, with particular reference to the lived conditions of
Indigenous peoples in the first world. The contributors are all themselves
Indigenous scholars who provide critical understandings of indigeneity in
relation to ontology (ways of being), epistemology (ways of knowing), and
axiology (ways of doing) with a view to providing insights into how Indigenous
peoples and communities engage and examine the worlds in which they are
immersed. Sections include: • Indigenous Sovereignty • Indigeneity in the 21st
Century • Indigenous Epistemologies • The Field of Indigenous Studies • Global
Indigeneity This handbook contributes to the re-centring of Indigenous
knowledges, providing material and ideational analyses of social, political,
and cultural institutions and critiquing and considering how Indigenous peoples
situate themselves within, outside, and in relation to dominant discourses,
dominant postcolonial cultures and prevailing Western thought. This book will
be of interest to scholars with an interest in Indigenous peoples across
Literature, History, Sociology, Critical Geographies, Philosophy, Cultural
Studies, Postcolonial Studies, Native Studies, Māori Studies, Hawaiian Studies,
Native American Studies, Indigenous Studies, Race Studies, Queer Studies,
Politics, Law, and Feminism.
"All the Real Indians Died Off" Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz 2016-10-04 Unpacks the
twenty-one most common myths and misconceptions about Native Americans In this
enlightening book, scholars and activists Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz and Dina GilioWhitaker tackle a wide range of myths about Native American culture and history
that have misinformed generations. Tracing how these ideas evolved, and drawing
from history, the authors disrupt long-held and enduring myths such as:
“Columbus Discovered America” “Thanksgiving Proves the Indians Welcomed
Pilgrims” “Indians Were Savage and Warlike” “Europeans Brought Civilization to
Backward Indians” “The United States Did Not Have a Policy of Genocide” “Sports
native-american-studies
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Mascots Honor Native Americans” “Most Indians Are on Government Welfare”
“Indian Casinos Make Them All Rich” “Indians Are Naturally Predisposed to
Alcohol” Each chapter deftly shows how these myths are rooted in the fears and
prejudice of European settlers and in the larger political agendas of a settler
state aimed at acquiring Indigenous land and tied to narratives of erasure and
disappearance. Accessibly written and revelatory, “All the Real Indians Died
Off” challenges readers to rethink what they have been taught about Native
Americans and history.
An Infinity of Nations Michael Witgen 2011-11-29 An Infinity of Nations
explores the formation and development of a Native New World in North America.
Until the middle of the nineteenth century, indigenous peoples controlled the
vast majority of the continent while European colonies of the Atlantic World
were largely confined to the eastern seaboard. To be sure, Native North America
experienced far-reaching and radical change following contact with the peoples,
things, and ideas that flowed inland following the creation of European
colonies on North American soil. Most of the continent's indigenous peoples,
however, were not conquered, assimilated, or even socially incorporated into
the settlements and political regimes of this Atlantic New World. Instead,
Native peoples forged a New World of their own. This history, the evolution of
a distinctly Native New World, is a foundational story that remains largely
untold in histories of early America. Through imaginative use of both Native
language and European documents, historian Michael Witgen recreates the world
of the indigenous peoples who ruled the western interior of North America. The
Anishinaabe and Dakota peoples of the Great Lakes and Northern Great Plains
dominated the politics and political economy of these interconnected regions,
which were pivotal to the fur trade and the emergent world economy. Moving
between cycles of alliance and competition, and between peace and violence, the
Anishinaabeg and Dakota carved out a place for Native peoples in modern North
America, ensuring not only that they would survive as independent and distinct
Native peoples but also that they would be a part of the new community of
nations who made the New World.
Bibliography of Native American Bibliographies 2004 Lists all significant
bibliographies for researchers, librarians, and students seeking information on
tribes or topics in Native American studies.
Keywords for American Cultural Studies, Second Edition Bruce Burgett 2014-12-19
The latest vocabulary of key terms in American Studies Since its initial
publication, scholars and students alike have turned to Keywords for American
Cultural Studies as an invaluable resource for understanding key terms and
debates in the fields of American studies and cultural studies. As scholarship
has continued to evolve, this revised and expanded second edition offers
indispensable meditations on new and developing concepts used in American
studies, cultural studies, and beyond. It is equally useful for college
students who are trying to understand what their teachers are talking about,
for general readers who want to know what’s new in scholarly research, and for
professors who just want to keep up. Designed as a print-digital hybrid
native-american-studies
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publication, Keywords collects more than 90 essays30 of which are new to this
edition—from interdisciplinary scholars, each on a single term such as
“America,” “culture,” “law,” and “religion.” Alongside “community,” “prison,”
"queer," “region,” and many others, these words are the nodal points in many of
today’s most dynamic and vexed discussions of political and social life, both
inside and outside of the academy. The Keywords website, which features 33
essays, provides pedagogical tools that engage the entirety of the book, both
in print and online. The publication brings together essays by scholars working
in literary studies and political economy, cultural anthropology and ethnic
studies, African American history and performance studies, gender studies and
political theory. Some entries are explicitly argumentative; others are more
descriptive. All are clear, challenging, and critically engaged. As a whole,
Keywords for American Cultural Studies provides an accessible A-to-Z survey of
prevailing academic buzzwords and a flexible tool for carving out new areas of
inquiry.
Critical Indigenous Studies Aileen Moreton-Robinson 2016-09-20 Aileen MoretonRobinson and the contributors to this important volume deploy incisive critique
and analytical acumen to propose new directions for critical Indigenous studies
in the First World. Leading scholars offer thought-provoking essays on the
central epistemological, theoretical, political, and pedagogical questions and
debates that constitute the discipline of Indigenous studies, including a brief
history of the discipline.
Clearing a Path Nancy Shoemaker 2014-05-22 Clearing a Path offers new models
and ideas for exploring Native American history, drawing from disciplines like
history, anthropology, and creative writing making this a must-read for anyone
interested in the history of indigenous peoples.
The Red Atlantic Jace Weaver 2014 Red Atlantic: American Indigenes and the
Making of the Modern World, 1000-1927
Webs of Kinship Christina Gish Hill 2017-04-27 Many stories that non-Natives
tell about Native people emphasize human suffering, the inevitability of loss,
and eventual extinction, whether physical or cultural. But the stories Northern
Cheyennes tell about themselves emphasize survival, connectedness, and
commitment to land and community. In writing Webs of Kinship, anthropologist
Christina Gish Hill has worked with government records and other historical
documents, as well as the oral testimonies of today’s Northern Cheyennes, to
emphasize the ties of family, rather than the ambitions of individual leaders,
as the central impetus behind the nation’s efforts to establish a reservation
in its Tongue River homeland. Hill focuses on the people who lived alongside
notable Cheyennes such as Dull Knife, Little Wolf, Little Chief, and Two Moons
to reveal the central role of kinship in the Cheyennes’ navigation of U.S.
colonial policy during removal and the early reservation period. As one of
Hill’s Cheyenne correspondents reminded her, Dull Knife had a family, just as
all of us do. He and other Cheyenne leaders made decisions with their entire
extended families in mind—not just those living, but those who came before and
native-american-studies
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those yet to be born. Webs of Kinship demonstrates that the Cheyennes used
kinship ties strategically to secure resources, escape the U.S. military, and
establish alliances that in turn aided their efforts to remain a nation in
their northern homeland. By reexamining the most tumultuous moments of Northern
Cheyenne removal, this book illustrates how the power of kinship has
safeguarded the nation’s political autonomy even in the face of U.S.
encroachment, allowing the Cheyennes to shape their own story.
Travels with Frances Densmore Joan M. Jensen 2015-06-01 Over the first half of
the twentieth century, scientist and scholar Frances Densmore (1867–1957)
visited thirty-five Native American tribes, recorded more than twenty-five
hundred songs, amassed hundreds of artifacts and Native-crafted objects, and
transcribed information about Native cultures. Her visits to indigenous groups
included meetings with the Ojibwes, Lakotas, Dakotas, Northern Utes, Ho-chunks,
Seminoles, and Makahs. A “New Woman” and a self-trained anthropologist, she not
only influenced government attitudes toward indigenous cultures but also helped
mold the field of anthropology. Densmore remains an intriguing historical
figure. Although researchers use her vast collections at the Smithsonian and
Minnesota Historical Society, as well as her many publications, some scholars
critique her methods of “salvage anthropology” and concepts of the “vanishing”
Native American. Travels with Frances Densmore is the first detailed study of
her life and work. Through narrative descriptions of her life paired with
critical essays about her work, this book is an essential guide for
understanding how Densmore formed her collections and the lasting importance
they have had for researchers in a variety of fields.
The Central Eskimo Franz Boas 2020-08-01 Reproduction of the original: The
Central Eskimo by Franz Boas
Native American Studies (22 Book Collection) Lewis Spence 2022-11-13 "Native
Americans" is an interdisciplinary collection which examines the history,
culture, religion and language of indigenous people in North America. This
meticulously edited collection explores the life of the biggest Native American
tribes; including: Cherokee, Iroquois, Sioux, Navajo, Zuñi, Apache, Seminole
and Eskimo. Contents: History: The North American Indian The Cherokee Nation of
Indians The Seminole Indians of Florida The Central Eskimo The Siouan Indians
Calendar History of the Kiowa Indians Legends, Traditions and Laws of the
Iroquois and History of the Tuscarora Indians History, Manners and Customs of
the Indian Nations Who Once Inhabited Pennsylvania and the Neighboring States
Military History: Chronicles of Border Warfare – Indian Wars in West Virginia
Autobiography of the Sauk Leader Black Hawk and the History of the Black Hawk
War of 1832 The Vanishing Race - The Last Great Indian Council Myths & Legends
The Myths of the North American Indians Myths of the Cherokee Myths of the
Iroquois A Study of Siouan Cults Outlines of Zuñi Creation Myths The Mountain
Chant - A Navajo Ceremony Language: Indian Linguistic Families Of America Sign
Language Among North American Indians Pictographs of the North American Indians
Customs: Burial Mounds of the Northern Sections of the United States The
Medicine-Men of the Apache
native-american-studies
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Native American Women's Studies Stephanie A. Sellers 2008 "This introduction to
the fundamentals of Native American women's studies first looks at several
definitive topics created by the western cultural notion of feminism, and
western historical and religious perspectives on women. These include
ecofeminism, gender roles and work, notions of power, essentialism, women's
leadership, sexualities, and spirituality in light of gender. The book then
discusses these concepts and their history from a traditional Native American
point of view. Foremost among the questions that Native American Women's
Studies addresses are; How have Native American women governed their nations?
How was/is the divine creatrix expressed in Native American social systems?
Most significantly, this book sheds light on the radical differences between
the indigenous understanding of human experience in terms of gender, and that
held and created by western culture."--BOOK JACKET.
Red Pedagogy Sandy Grande 2015-09-28 This ground-breaking text explores the
intersection between dominant modes of critical educational theory and the
socio-political landscape of American Indian education. Grande asserts that,
with few exceptions, the matters of Indigenous people and Indian education have
been either largely ignored or indiscriminately absorbed within critical
theories of education. Furthermore, American Indian scholars and educators have
largely resisted engagement with critical educational theory, tending to
concentrate instead on the production of historical monographs, ethnographic
studies, tribally-centered curricula, and site-based research. Such a focus
stems from the fact that most American Indian scholars feel compelled to
address the socio-economic urgencies of their own communities, against which
engagement in abstract theory appears to be a luxury of the academic elite.
While the author acknowledges the dire need for practical-community based
research, she maintains that the global encroachment on Indigenous lands,
resources, cultures and communities points to the equally urgent need to
develop transcendent theories of decolonization and to build broad-based
coalitions.
Issues for the Future of American Indian Studies Charlotte Heth 1985 This book
is an outgrowth of a project aimed at developing a communication and support
network for effectively involving Indian students in the educational process.
The book contains two parts. The first part reports on three surveys assessing
(1) the current conditions and needs of 107 academic programs of Indian studies
(types, financial sources, institutional cooperation, and support programs);
(2) occupational needs of 117 Indian communities (community types, job market
in the community, and needs for vocational and professional training); and (3)
problems and needs perceived by 30 Indian college seniors (causes of dropout
and specific educational needs). Major findings are: programs were rated high
in financial assistance but low in sharing information on strategies and
success stories; the communities indicated high needs for trained people in
professional fields, particularly in the humanities-based professions; students
reported differences associated with financial problems, cultural pressure, and
psychological adjustment. Steps in forming an Indian studies program and
institutional barriers that keep Indian students from succeeding are discussed.
native-american-studies
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Based on the research findings, the gaps between available programs and
determined needs are summarized, and recommendations are made for program
development. The book contains 50 references and the questionnaires used the in
surveys. The second part of the book is a directory of 105 programs of American
Indians studies. (GGH)
The American Indian Mind in a Linear World Donald Fixico 2013-07-04 Donald
Fixico, a Native American, has been teaching & writing history for a quarter of
a century. This book is the product of his experience as a scholar who also
'thinks like an Indian', who researches Indian studies from a nativist
perspective in a predominently non-nativist academic environment.
An Afro-Indigenous History of the United States Kyle T. Mays 2021-11-16 The
first intersectional history of the Black and Native American struggle for
freedom in our country that also reframes our understanding of who was
Indigenous in early America Beginning with pre-Revolutionary America and moving
into the movement for Black lives and contemporary Indigenous activism, AfroIndigenous historian Kyle T. Mays argues that the foundations of the US are
rooted in antiblackness and settler colonialism, and that these parallel
oppressions continue into the present. He explores how Black and Indigenous
peoples have always resisted and struggled for freedom, sometimes together, and
sometimes apart. Whether to end African enslavement and Indigenous removal or
eradicate capitalism and colonialism, Mays show how the fervor of Black and
Indigenous peoples calls for justice have consistently sought to uproot white
supremacy. Mays uses a wide-array of historical activists and pop culture
icons, “sacred” texts, and foundational texts like the Declaration of
Independence and Democracy in America. He covers the civil rights movement and
freedom struggles of the 1960s and 1970s, and explores current debates around
the use of Native American imagery and the cultural appropriation of Black
culture. Mays compels us to rethink both our history as well as contemporary
debates and to imagine the powerful possibilities of Afro-Indigenous
solidarity. Includes an 8-page photo insert featuring Kwame Ture with Dennis
Banks and Russell Means at the Wounded Knee Trials; Angela Davis walking with
Oren Lyons after he leaves Wounded Knee, SD; former South African president
Nelson Mandela with Clyde Bellecourt; and more.
Queer Indigenous Studies Qwo-Li Driskill 2011-03-15 ÒThis book is an
imagining.Ó So begins this collection examining critical, Indigenous-centered
approaches to understanding gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer, and
Two-Spirit (GLBTQ2) lives and communities and the creative implications of
queer theory in Native studies. This book is not so much a manifesto as it is a
dialogueÑa Òwriting in conversationÓÑamong a luminous group of scholaractivists revisiting the history of gay and lesbian studies in Indigenous
communities while forging a path for Indigenouscentered theories and
methodologies. The bold opening to Queer Indigenous Studies invites new
dialogues in Native American and Indigenous studies about the directions and
implications of queer Indigenous studies. The collection notably engages
Indigenous GLBTQ2 movements as alliances that also call for allies beyond their
native-american-studies
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bounds, which the co-editors and contributors model by crossing their varied
identities, including Native, trans, straight, non-Native, feminist, TwoSpirit, mixed blood, and queer, to name just a few. Rooted in the Indigenous
Americas and the Pacific, and drawing on disciplines ranging from literature to
anthropology, contributors to Queer Indigenous Studies call Indigenous GLBTQ2
movements and allies to center an analysis that critiques the relationship
between colonialism and heteropatriarchy. By answering critical turns in
Indigenous scholarship that center Indigenous epistemologies and methodologies,
contributors join in reshaping Native studies, queer studies, transgender
studies, and Indigenous feminisms. Based on the reality that queer Indigenous
people Òexperience multilayered oppression that profoundly impacts our safety,
health, and survival,Ó this book is at once an imagining and an invitation to
the reader to join in the discussion of decolonizing queer Indigenous research
and theory and, by doing so, to partake in allied resistance working toward
positive change.
Clearing a Path Nancy Shoemaker 2014-05-22 Clearing a Path offers new models
and ideas for exploring Native American history, drawing from disciplines like
history, anthropology, and creative writing making this a must-read for anyone
interested in the history of indigenous peoples.
Studying Native America Russell Thornton 1998 "The White Man does not
understand the Indian for the reason that he does not understand America. He is
too far removed from its formative process. The roots of the tree of his life
have not yet grasped rock and soil." The words of Lakota writer Luther Standing
Bear foretold the current debate on the value of Native American studies in
higher education. Studying Native America addresses for the first time in a
comprehensive way the place of this critical discipline in the university
curriculum. Leading scholars in anthropology, demography, English and
literature, history, law, social work, linguistics, public health, psychology,
and sociology have come together to explore what Native American studies has
been, what it is, and what it may be in the future. The book's thirteen
contributors and editor Russell Thornton, stress the frequent incompatibility
of traditional academic teaching methods with the social and cultural concerns
that gave rise to the field of Native American studies. Beginning with the
intellectual and institutional history of Native American studies, the book
examines its literature, language, historical narratives, and anthropology. The
volume discusses the effects on Native American studies of law and
constitutionalism; cosmology, epistemology, and religion; identity; demography;
colonialism and post-colonialism; science and technology; and repatriation of
human remains and cultural objects. Contributors to Studying Native America
include Raymond J. DeMallie, Bonnie Duran, Eduardo Duran, Raymond D. Fogelson,
Clara Sue Kidwell, Kerwin Lee Klein, Melissa L. Meyer, John H. Moore, Peter
Nabokov, Katheryn Shanley, C. Matthew Snipp, Rennard Strickland, Russell
Thornton, J. Randolph Valentine, Robert Allen Warrior, Richard White, and Maria
Yellowhorse-Braveheart. The book is sponsored in part by the Social Science
Research Council.
native-american-studies
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Native American Art and the New York Avant-Garde W. Jackson Rushing 1995 Avantgarde art between 1910 and 1950 is well known for its use of "primitive"
imagery, often borrowed from traditional cultures in Africa and Oceania. Less
recognized, however, is the use United States artists made of Native American
art, myth, and ritual to craft a specifically American Modernist art. In this
groundbreaking study, W. Jackson Rushing comprehensively explores the process
by which Native American iconography was appropriated, transformed, and
embodied in American avant-garde art of the Modernist period. Writing from the
dual perspectives of cultural and art history, Rushing shows how national
exhibitions of Native American art influenced such artists, critics, and
patrons as Marsden Hartley, John Sloan, Mabel Dodge Luhan, Robert Henri, John
Marin, Adolph Gottlieb, Barnett Newman, and especially Jackson Pollock, whose
legendary drip paintings he convincingly links with the curative sand paintings
of the Navajo. He traces the avant-garde adoption of Native American cultural
forms to anxiety over industrialism and urbanism, post-World War I "return to
roots" nationalism, the New Deal search for American strengths and values, and
the notion of the "dark" Jungian unconscious current in the 1940s. Through its
interdisciplinary approach, this book underscores the fact that even abstract
art springs from specific cultural and political motivations and sources. Its
message is especially timely, for Euro-American society is once again turning
to Native American cultures for lessons on how to integrate our lives with the
land, with tradition, and with the sacred.
Native American Mystery Writing Mary Stoecklein 2019-04-04 This book analyzes
Native-authored detective fiction to consider how Native authors use a popular
literary genre to make social, cultural, and political critiques by shedding
light on settler-colonial crimes, arguing for strengthened tribal sovereignty,
and illustrating the resilience of Indigenous peoples.
Watermelon Nights Greg Sarris 2021-07-08 In Watermelon Nights, Greg Sarris
tells a powerful tale about the love and forgiveness that keep a modern Native
American family together in Santa Rosa, California. Told from the points of
view of a twenty-year-old Pomo man named Johnny Severe, his grandmother Elba,
and his mother, Iris, this intergenerational saga uncovers the secrets—and
traumatic events—that inform each of these characters’ extraordinary powers of
perception. First published in 1998, Watermelon Nights remains one of the few
works of fiction to illuminate the experiences of urban Native Americans and is
the only one to depict the historical conditions that shape a tribe’s rural-tourban migration. As the novel opens, Johnny is trying to organize the remaining
members of his displaced California tribe. At the same time, he is struggling
with his own sexuality and thinking about leaving his grandmother’s home for
the big city. As the novel shifts perspective, tracing the controversial
history of the Pomo people, we learn how the tragic events of Elba’s childhood,
as well as Iris’s attempts to separate herself from her cultural roots, make
Johnny’s dilemma all the more difficult. In the end, what binds both family and
tribe together is a respect—albeit at times reluctant—for the traditions that
have withstood so many challenges. This new edition of the novel features a
revised preface by the author and an afterword by Reginald Dyck, who identifies
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broader contexts important to our understanding of the novel, including tribal
sovereignty, federal Indian policy, and the effects of historical trauma.
Gritty yet rich in emotion, Watermelon Nights stands beside the works of Louise
Erdrich, Stephen Graham Jones, and Tommy Orange.
Black Elk Elk Wallace Black 1991-03-01 "An unprecedented account of the
shaman's world and the way it is entered." STANLEY KRIPPNER, PH.D., coauthor of
'Personal Mythology: The Psychology of Your Evolving Self' and 'Healing States'
"Black Elk opens the Lakota sacred hoop to a comic
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